The Moot organisers would like to express our sincere gratitude to guest arbitrators for their invaluable assistance in judging this competition. It is only with their input that this competition and educational venture can be successful.

Our particular thanks are extended to those arbitrators who have travelled from interstate and overseas:

David Thomas * Chris Douglas * Stephen Girvin * Gordon Tsang
Christopher Johnstone * David Martin-Clark * Francis Burgess
Jayems Dhingra * Tina McAulay * Brett Le Plastrier

We are also pleased to announce that the oral arguments of the Twelfth Annual International Maritime Law Arbitration Moot will be hosted by the National University of Singapore.

We extend our thanks to NUS for agreeing to host the competition in 2011.
The Grand Final Panel:

The Hon Justice James Allsop  
President, NSW Court of Appeal

The Hon Justice Steven Rares  
Federal Court of Australia

Mr David Thomas  
Minter Ellison Lawyers

The Moot Hosts

The oral rounds of this year’s competition are hosted by the Faculty of Law at the University of Technology, Sydney.

The Moot Director extends immense gratitude to UTS’ Associate Professor Sally Varnham, Katerina Papaioannou and Kirsty Watkins for their support, along with their colleagues and student volunteers.

The Moot Organisers

The Director of the Tenth Annual International Maritime Law Arbitration Moot Competition is Dr Kate Lewins, Associate Professor of Law at Murdoch University.

Dr Lewins is supported by Miriam Everall as the Moot Coordinator.

The Moot Problem

The Problem for this year’s Moot was written by Mr Chris Douglas, at Minter Ellison Lawyers.

The Prizes (cont ...)

Best Speaker in the General Rounds

Sponsored by:

middletons

Best Speaker in the Finals

Sponsored by:

Mr Jaya Prakash

The Sarah Derrington Achievement Award

Sponsored by:

The AMTAC Spirit of the Moot Prize

Sponsored by:

The Moot Organisers may also award an Achievement Award, sponsored by Sarah & Roger Derrington.
The Prizes

**The Winner of the Oral Hearings**

Sponsored by:

**Blake Dawson**

**The Runner-Up in the Oral Hearings**

Sponsored by:

![DLA PHILLIPS FOX]

**Best Written Memorandum** and **Runner-Up Best Written Memorandum**

Are both sponsored by:

![informa law]

**Highest Ranked Team in the General Rounds**

Sponsored by:

![MinterEllison LAWYERS]

---

**Arbitrators in the General Rounds, Quarter–Finals and Semi-Finals:**

David Pyett  *Pyett & Co*

Geoff Farnsworth  *Macpherson & Kelley Lawyers*

Maurice Lynch  *Piper Alderman*

Daniel Posker  *Freehills*

Dimity Maybury  *Blake Dawson*

Edward Cox  *Barrister, Wardell Chambers*

Francis Burgess  *Holman Fenwick Willan*

John Felemegas  *University of Technology, Sydney*

John Levingston  *Barrister, Queens Square & Admiralty Chambers*

Paul Menzies QC  *Barrister, Wentworth Selborne Chambers*

Stephen Girvin  *National University of Singapore*

Gordon Tsang  *Member, Chartered Institute of Arbitrators*

Angela George  *Mackenzie Thomas*

Christopher Johnstone  *Barrister*

Dr Karl Ajami  *Barrister*

Jayems Dhirgna  *Tiberias Management Consultants*

John Lean  *Steamship Mutual Underwriting Association Ltd*

**Anouk Sireude  TT Club**

Larissa Chu  *Allens Arthur Robinson*

Michael McHugh  *Barrister, Wardell Chambers*

Sarah Talbert  *Commonwealth Department of Public Prosecutions*

Sarah Wheeler  *TressCox Lawyers*

Theresa Dinh  *Blake Dawson*

Aurea Palmer  *QBE*

Tina McAulay  *Lawton Gillon*

Daniel Massey  *Massey Bailey*

Kristen Le Mesurier  *Piper Alderman*

Troy Nixon  *Nixon Consulting*

Michael Wells  *Allens Arthur Robinson*

Brett Le Plastrier  *Barrister*

Lorraine Hui  *Blake Dawson*

Christopher Keane  *Middletons*

David Thomas  *Minter Ellison*

Chris Douglas  *Minter Ellison*

Melissa Collins  *Middletons*

Malcolm Holmes QC  *Barrister, Wentworth Chambers*

Anthony Campisi  *Barrister*

Chris Chapman  *Baker & McKenzie*
The Competitors

City University of Hong Kong
Yeung Ada Pui Ying, Ma Ching Kong, Liu Wai Hung. Coach: Dr Vernon Nase

Universitas Gadjah Mada
Kartika Sardjana, Dandi Andila Hamid, Eido K Alwi, Muhammad Rifqy, Royhan Akbar

Gujarat National Law University
Shivansh Pandya, Vyom Dave, Aayog Doshi, Shreya Ramakrishnan, Ruchi Ram Puria, Hemant Thadani

University of Hong Kong
David Chen, Julian Lam, Welber Yim, Anna Zeitlin. Coach: Dr Felix Chan

Universitas Indonesia
Sasha Izni Shadrina, Aldila Mesra, Astari Anjani, Shafira Nindya Putri.
Coaches: Camelia Simbolon, Titis Andari

National Law University, Jodhpur
Vishnu Ravi Shankar, Aayushi Sharma, Roshni Namboodiri, Lakshmi Neelakantan, Shreya Munoth

University of Malaya
Joshua Beni Chris Teoh, Shih Han Yong, Mike Seang Yik Lee, Korinavathi Krishnamoorthi, Zazrene Fharesah Ahmad Fakharuzi

Univestiti Teknologi MARA
Shairil Farhana Ruslan, Muhammad Khairil Khaud, Izzat Asyraf Zamri, Arina Mohd Fairin Lum, Mohd Zharif Shafiq Badrul, Muhammad Danial Mohamad Nizam

The University of Melbourne
Julian Law, Jack O’ Connor, Anthony Graham, Blake Ericksen, Dan Coombes, Susan Zhao

Murdoch University
Yvette Fenton, Autumn Feuerheerd, Lauren Dybeck, Alysha Dinardo, Clare McKenzie.
Coach: Tony Brennan

The Competitors (cont.)

The University of Notre Dame Australia
Patrick Corrigan, Jonathan Heath, Ruth Loveranes, Sally Miller, James Parkinson. Coach: Tomas Fitzgerald

Universitas Padjadjaran
Dwi Meitlara Pratiwi Bakri, Natasha Valerina, Salomo Jhuan Tampubolon, Sinta Agtianasari, Triangga Kamal. Coaches: Dr An An Chandrawulan, Zaka Hadisupani Oemang

University of Queensland

Queensland University of Technology
Nicholas Josey, Jaslyn Wichura, Emma Fitzgerald, Timothy Alexander, Jamie Nuich. Coach: Paul Holmes

National University of Singapore
Koh Rong En Timotheus, Yen Ping Seng, Andrea Loh Ern-Yu, Dedi Affandi Bin Ahmad

University of Southhampton
Aias Retsinas, Tughan Thuraisingham, Archontoula Kalou, Socrates Ioannou

University of Sydney
Domenico Cucinotta, Tanvi Mehta, Lee Charles Walker, Stefanie Caroline Vogt

University of Technology, Sydney
Duncan McKay, Sayak Bhattacharya, Michael Gorrie, Sarath Seethamraju. Coach: Angus Macinnis

University of Western Sydney
Justin Brown, Alexander Djurdevic, Ezmari Prinsbo, Aleksandra Illic, Stefan Hulchan